
OPTION ONE: MEASURING YOUR FINGER

- Print and cut out the marked ring sizer as shown below 
- Wrap the ring sizer around the ring finger with the marked side visible to you

- Note down the letter that is the closest to the slit on the fatter end - that is your ring size

Choosing Your Ring Size

Option 1: Measure Your Finger

Option 2: Measure Your Ring

For the best result, please ensure the following:

• Before you hit ‘Print’, make sure that page scaling is set to ‘None’ in your print options. 

•  Ensure the Ring Sizing Guide is printed on Standard A4-size paper for the best accuracy. 

•  The ring sizer on this document should be 89mm long. Please refer to the diagram below for more information.

(i)  Print and cut out the marked ring sizer as shown below. 

(ii) Wrap the ring sizer around the ring finger with the marked side visible to you. 

(iii) Note down the letter that is the closest to the slit on the fatter end - that is your ring size.

(i)  Print the Ring Sizing Guide. For this method, you only need to concern yourself with the set of circles as displayed below.

(ii) Select a ring that fits the intended finger properly.

(iii) Place the ring over the circles until the inside of the ring matches a specific circle.

(iv) If your ring happens to fall between two sizes, select the larger one.

Please note: This Ring Sizing Guide by Diamond Exchange is subject to inaccuracies dependant on print options, paper type and other possible factors.

Need help?  Please call 1300 929 888 or email us at sales@diamondexchange.com.au
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OPTION TWO: MEASURING YOUR RING

- Print this sheet. For this method you only need to focus on the circles below
- Select a ring that fits the intended finger properly

- Place the ring over the circles until the inside of  the ring matches one of  the below circles
- If  your ring falls between two sizes, select the larger one

 Please note: This Ring Sizing Guide is subject to inaccuracies dependant on print options, paper type and other possible factors
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MEASURING YOUR RING SIZE  

For the most accurate result:
- Ensure this page is printed on standard A4 paper

- Ensure that page scaling is set to ‘none’ in your printing options
- The ring sizer on this document needs to be 89mm long


